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impact of certainty and severity of punishment on levels ... - printed in u.s.a. the impact of certainty
and severity of punishment on levels of crime in american states: an extended analysis george antunes* an a.
lee hunt** the absence of information can itself both give rise to and ensure the continued dominance of irrational modes of thought and action. for a vacuum legal punishment, social disapproval and
internalization ... - printed in u.s.a. legal punishment, social disapproval and internalization as inhibitors of
illegal behavior* harold g. grasmick** and donald e. green*** empirical testing of the deterrence doctrine was
revived in the late 1960s with the publication of papers by gibbs, tittle, and jensen who reported crime and
the criminal law, - university of exeter - reflections on crime and the criminal law which i propose to offer
to you are the product of a dual experience extending over more than 30 years—experience, that is to say, on
the one hand as a magistrate, and on the other hand as a professional social scientist. the social scientist who
finds himself on the bench can examination of the death penalty: public opinion of a ... - assault laws of
minors, the death penalty is almost completely reserved for the crime of murder. over 3,200 individuals are
awaiting execution on death row (death row u.s.a. 2009). the death penalty continues to cause debate and
argument among the public as to whether it should be used as a means of punishment. changing views on
the death penalty in the united states - changing views on the death penalty in the united states paper
delivered in beijing, china, october 7, 2007, at the conference on alternatives to the death penalty in u.s.a and
china by richard c. dieter* introduction the death penalty has been a firmly established institution in the united
states since its inception. patrick s. o’donnell - jurisdynamics - punishment & prison: a bibliography patrick
s. o’donnell department of philosophy santa barbara city college (2013) preamble: “when we return to the
search for a more humane and rational response to crime, we must keep in mind that the prison is tied to
other social and political arrangements that limit what changes are possible. death penalty factsheet naacp - there is no reliable evidence that the death penalty deters people from committing crime. x. in fact,
murder rates are higher in states that have capital punishment than they are in states without it. xi. at the
same time, the death penalty drains resources from the legal system, prisons, and law enforcement. xii the
dignity and humanity of bruce springsteen's criminals - georgetown university law center scholarship @
georgetown law 2005 the dignity and humanity of bruce springsteen's criminals abbe smith georgetown
university law center, smithal@laworgetown this paper can be downloaded free of charge from: supreme
court of the united states - supreme court of the united states . syllabus . alleyne . v. united states .
certiorari to the united states court of appeals for the fourth circuit . no. 11–9335. argued january 14,
2013—decided june 17, 2013 . petitioner alleyne was charged, as relevant here, with using or carry-ing a
firearm in relation to a crime of violence, 18 u. s. c. can we indict a sitting president? - georgetown law georgetown university law center scholarship @ georgetown law 1997 can we indict a sitting president? susan
low bloch georgetown university law center, bloch@laworgetown this paper can be downloaded free of charge
from: an empirical analysis of maryland’s death sentencing ... - 1 death row u.s.a. fall 2002. 2 capital
punishment in maryland 1978-1987: ... finally, in february of 2001, professors david baldus and george
woodworth of the university of iowa conducted an analysis of race disparities among 346 maryland ... where
the crime occurred). the influence of race and geography was to be examined at
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